The spatial and temporal structure of rainfall from storm events is investigated using point process techniques. Cells are assumed to be distributed in space either independently according to a Poisson process, or with clustering according to a Neyman-Scott scheme. Cells are born randomly through the storm and their rain is spread in time and space according to functions which may include random parameters. Two processes are studied: the rainfall intensity process which in reality is never measured and the cumulative rainfall process through the life of the storm. The mean, variance, and covariance structure are obtained for both processes under the different assumed models.
INTRODUCTION
This paper develops the mathematical structure of several conceptual models which are considered to be useful for the description of rainfall events in space and time. Such models provide an a priori structure for the analysis of the mass of space-time data associated with the observational description of random precipitation fields. They have further use in analytical studies requiring simulation of realistic space-time fields. The general framework of this analysis is along similar lines to those used by Waymire et al. [1984] and by Rodriguez-lturbe et al. [1986] , hereafter referred to herein as WGR and RCE, respectively. Nevertheless, there are important differences between this work and those just mentioned.
The WGR [1984] model is a space-time representation of the rainfall process where a critical role is played by the mechanism of arrival of the storm events throughout time. Thus each realization of the process in the time domain is made up of a collection of rainfall events with their own internal structure separated by dry periods without rain. This is the reason that when viewed through the ensemble the process is stationary in time in addition to being stationary in space because of other reasons related to the spatial structure of the rainfall model. For many purposes hydrologists and meteorologists are frequently interested in the modeling of individual storm events, and thus the interarrival structure of the storms does not play any role. In this case the time and space covariance structure of the WGR model can not be used.
The RCE [1986] models are addressed to the spatial representation of total rainfall of storm events with no consideration of the temporal structure which governs the occurrence of rain throughout the duration of the storm. In practical terms the latter models provide a means for the analysis and synthesis of total isohyets over an area which is assumed homogeneous from the rainfall point of view and thus the models are stationary in space.
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This paper is addressed to the space and time representation of storm events occurring over an area considered to be homogeneous from a rainfall point of view. Explicit consideration is now given to the nonstationary structure which governs the evolution of the event in time. The assumption of spatial homogeneity is made to make the analysis tractable in a multidimensional framework. For nonhomogeneous regions, if one wishes to preserve the physical interpretation of the model structure it seems more practical to proceed along the lines of a one-dimensional (in time) multivariate (in space) model (I. Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., unpublished manuscript, 1986).
Two different models will be studied here; they differ according to the spatial distribution of raincells or, more specifically, with regard to whether or not spatial clustering of cells The process h(T, z) has units of length (L) and through its dependence on z represents the isohyetal pattern of the storm at time T.
The analytical structure of the models is addressed to the description of •(t, z) which is the underlying but nonetheless unobservable physical process. From the structure of •(t, z)
the characteristics of h(T, z) are then calculated and it is from the properties of h(T, z) that the model parameters can be estimated and the model adequacy can be tested.
MODEL WITH POISSON OCCURRENCE OF RAIN CELLS IN

SPACE
This model assumes that each storm event is made up of a random number of rain cells which occur in space according to a homogeneous two-dimensional Poisson process with parameter •(L-2). In the first part of the analysis we will consider the rain cells as static, although later on allowances will be made for the cells to move with a common velocity U = (U 
where the assumption has been made that cell occurrences in space and time are independent of the spread characteristics.
The last expectation of (6) 
Notice that we are not assuming that the interarrival time of the cells is exponential and thus that they also follow a Poisson process in time but rather that the occurrence time of any cell from the beginning of the storm is governed by an exponential distribution. The mean of the rainfall intensity process is thus obtained from (6) as
EE•(t, z)] = EEiø]2I•2nD2 (e -g' --e -•') (10)
The maximum mean rainfall intensity occurs at a time t* which is obtained from ( space and time is
Cov [•(t•, z•), •(t2, Z2) ] --EE•(t•, z•). •(t2, z2) ] -EE•(t,, z,)] ß EE•(t2, z2) ] (13)
Appendix A contains the evaluation of (13)' the final result is
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where d is the distance between the points z• and z 2. 
If in the moments of h(T, z) the interval T tends to infinity one obtains the corresponding expressions for the total storm rain- 
3.2ß Nonconstant Spread Functions
The spread function governing the rain distribution in time and space from each cell was defined by (2)-(4). We will still consider i o to be a random variable giving the rainfall intensity at the cell center at the moment the cell is born; • continues to be a fixed parameter controlling the decay of the cell intensity with time. Two changes are now introduced regarding the spread function as follows. 
D is now a random variable subh that D's referring to different cells are mutually independent and independent of i o. 2. A random fluctuation is imposed around the decaying trend in rainfall intensity
•]io(t --r; IIZ --yll) -ioe-•"-•)Zz(y)'#2(ll z -Yll ;O) (32) where 32( ) is still given by (4) with D being now a random variableß The mean value of the rainfall intensity process •(t, z) is still given by (6) where •he expectation E[aio(t-r;llz --YlI)] is now to be taken over the distribution of (io, Z•, D): E[•(t, z)] = fa• f•E[io]e-•'t-•'E[exP (2•2)] ß 2•e -• dr r dr dO (33)
where r = Ilz -yll and we have changed to polar coordinates. Equation (33) can be written as
E[•(t, z)] = E[io]2 fl e-•tt-•)e-ø• dr 2hE
re -r2/12ø2) dr (34) which yields
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The mean cumulative depth of rainfall at the lapsed time T is 
_ _ _-•r)] (36) 2nE[D2]E[io]2I• (1 e -ør) (1 e E[h(T, z)] = (0•-/•) /• a The covariance function of ½(t, z) is now
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Y2-U2(t-E[iø]2fi2•D2 [e-" --e-"] (49) 2fie-" dr dy = (•_ fi) which is the same as in the static case given by (10). The mean of the cumulative rainfall prOCess h(T, z) is again given by (12).
The covariance function of •(t, z) is obtained applying (A3
CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates the feasibility of modeling the spatial and temporal structure of rainstorm events through mathematical multidimensional point process techniques. The models address the representation of the rainfall intensity process •(t, z) which in reality is never measured. Nevertheless, the estimation of the parameters may be carried out using the method of moments on the cumulative rainfall process h(T, z), 
where H 2 is easily evaluated as
